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Abstract. An analysis is presented of the effect of the
RF frequency on the active media of CO2 waveguide
lasers. It is found that the characteristics are improved
with increasing RF frequency because the space
charge sheath width decreases with increasing excitation
frequency. We also found that the sheath width
decreases with the discharge current; this fact was
never discussed before. The higher the exciting frequency
the higher is the maximum input power of the discharge
in the stable low current mode. It is attractive to
extend the input power while keeping the discharge in
this mode. Finally, a stabilizing excitation technique
is described for the inherent unstable region of the
discharge.

It is well known that the best performance of C O 2
waveguide lasers is obtained with RF excitation [1-6].
The choice of the used excitation frequency was mainly
determined by practical arguments like the available
power supplies. Its impact on the laser performance has
not been studied thoroughly. So far this problem received
little attention. There are two main points of view. There is
the opinion that a change of frequency influences only the
properties of the quasi-neutral plasma of the active
medium [-2,7]. The other one is that the frequency
changes the thickness of the charge sheaths near the
electrodes so that the energy deposition into the quasineutral plasma and consequently the laser output are
influenced [8,9]. The theoretical background for these
considerations was discussed either phenomenologically
or qualitatively.
In a previous paper we presented the laser characteristics of the CO2 waveguide system with RF discharge
[5]. The present paper, based on the previous model,
will analyse the mechanism of laser excitation as it
depends on various parameters, especially on the RF field
frequency.

1 Initial assumptions and system description
The system that will be analysed theoretically is our experimental device [4, 5] having a waveguide discharge
volume of 2.25 × 2.25 x 370 mm 3. The used gas mixture is
CO2-Nz-He (1:1:8) at a pressure of 100 Tort. The RF
voltage is by means of parallel shunt inductors homogeneously applied to the two parallel electrodes. The field
distribution in the discharge is calculated by solving the
Poisson equation with the appropriate boundary conditions determined by the oscillating voltage over the electrodes. Because of the homogeneity of the RF discharge
the problem is treated one-dimensionally with the coordinate x perpendicular to the electrode surfaces. The
Boltzmann equation for the electron energy distribution is
then solved by using the relevant cross-sections for the
electronic excitations, vibrational excitations, dissociation
of the CO2 molecule and the ionisations of N2 and CO2.
The discharge heat is removed through both electrodes
and through the ceramic side walls of the cavity. The
considered frequencies of the electric field are in the
range from 62 to 233 MHz. The relaxation frequency of
the electron drift velocity is assumed to be larger than the
frequency of the electric field. This condition limits the
field frequency.
Due to the time dependent plasma formation of the
discharge, the discharge current is not in phase with the
externally applied voltage. The current is not even harmonic. For that reason the Fourier analysis is applied to
calculate the relevant parameters like impedance and energy deposition. The effects of the dissociation products,
carbon monoxide and oxygen, on the discharge are also
taken into account.
The laser field is described by the fundamental
waveguide mode EH11. The cavity losses are described
by a distributed loss ~ = 10 -4 cm-1 and the outcoupling
through one mirror is obtained by a transmission
T = 5%, while the other mirror is considered as a
100% reflector. The variable parameters are the frequency
and the input RF power. A more detailed description
of the present model and its justification are given
in [5].
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2 The effect of the space charge on the laser process

With the method described in [5] we calculated numerically the laser parameter values for three discharge frequencies which are 62, 125 and 223 MHz. At first, all
calculations are performed for 200 W input power. The
results are shown in Table 1. The voltage amplitudes over
the electrodes show a significant frequency dependence for
constant input power. It is seen that the reduced electric
field strength (E/N) in the quasi-neutral central plasma
(the root-mean-square, RMS value) is not sensitive to the
discharge frequency. Its value is near the optimum value
for the excitation of the upper level. Both the gas temperature and the discharge current change slowly with frequency. In contrast to that, the electric field and the
structure of the discharge impedance change significantly.
Since the impedance of the discharge due to plasma
formation kinetics is nonlinear with the applied voltage it
is found that the current deviates from the harmonic

Table 1.

Frequency [MHz]

62

Voltage amplitude
Modulus [Q] of discharge impedance
Cosine of the angle between the first
current harmonic and the voltage to
the electrodes
Active resistance R~ [O]
Reactive resistance X+ [~2]
Full current amplitude Im [A]
The first harmonic current [A]
amplitude I0
Difference between full current
value and its first harmonic [%]
Reduced electric field in a quasi-neutral
plasma ERMs/N[Vcm2 10-16 ]
Reduced electric field close to the
electrodes ERMs/N[V cm2 10-16]
Gas temperature at the centre of
the discharge gap [K]

324
202
167
129
72.1
56.9
0.508 0.719 0.828
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Fig. 1. The dependence of the laser output power (solid and dotted
lines) and efficiencies (dashed lines) on the input power
(1)f= 62 MHz, (2)f= 125 MHz, (3)f= 223 MHz. The dotted lines
refer to mixtures without dissociation

oscillation and its first Fourier harmonic has a phase
delay with respect to the applied harmonic field. In
Table 1 the cosine of this phase delay is indicated. The
variations of the discharge properties are caused by specific processes near the electrode layers where the plasma
properties are far from optimal for lasing.
Next we calculate according to the procedure indicated in [5] the laser power and conversion efficiency as
they depend on the discharge frequency. This is done as
a function of the input power. In Fig. 1 we plotted the
output power (solid lines) and laser efficiency (dashed
lines). We also plotted the laser output (dotted lines) in the
case dissociation of the CO2 molecules is left out. The
numbers 1, 2 and 3 refer, respectively, to the frequencies
62, 125 and 223 MHz. The arrows with numbers pointing
to certain input energies will be discussed later on in
Sect. 4. It is seen that the output as a function of the input
reaches a maximum that depends on the RF field frequency. The efficiency decreases with input power because
of the increasing lower level population at elevated gas
temperatures. The main result so far is the increased
output power and efficiency with field frequency. This will
be explained in the following.
In Fig. 2a the E/N value (RMS) and the gas temperature as a function of the distance from the centre of the
discharge gap are plotted for the three field frequencies at
a constant input power of 100 W. In Fig. 2b the corresponding local dissipated power densities are plotted. The
power is mainly delivered by the electrons. However, near
the electrodes the ion concentrations are considerable so
that the fractional energy dissipated by the ions cannot be
neglected. The dashed lines represent the power transfer
to the electrons. In Fig. 2c the small signal gain (solid
lines) and the saturated gain (dashed) are plotted. The
dotted line represents the intensity distribution of the
EHll mode. It is seen that near the electrodes there is
a remarkable change in the gain for the different frequencies. The gain depends on the power input (Fig. 2b),
the gas temperature (Fig. 2a) and the E/N value that
determines the effective vibrational excitation of the
N2 molecules by the electrons. In Fig. 2d we plotted the
saturation intensity and the kinetic efficiency profile. The
saturation intensity Is is equal to hv/a(c, where ~rs is the
cross-section of simulated emission and z the lifetime of
the upper laser level. It varies mainly in our situation with
the vibrational lifetime of the upper laser level. Under our
conditions the relaxation rate of the upper level depends
much strongly on the gas temperature than on the decrease of the density with increasing temperature in the
centre. The kinetic efficiency is defined by
~(x)-

Go(X)I+(x)
W(x)

(1)

where Go(x) is the (saturated) gain. I(x) is the intra-cavity
radiation intensity and W(x) is the electric power density.
In Figs. 3-5 similar results are plotted as in Fig. 2 for
different input powers and field frequencies. Figure 3 gives
the results for an electric field frequency of 62 MHz and an
input power of 250 W. In Fig. 3a we plotted the reduced
electric field (RMS) indicated by (1), the energy dissipation
density (2), the energy dissipation by the electrons (2'), and
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Fig. 3a-e. Parameters and profiles of the discharge and the laser at
an input power of 250 W and a frequency of 62 MHz. The plotted
data are averaged over the field period. (a) Root-mean-square of the
reduced electric field strength (1), total input power density (2), input
power density of electrons (2% neutral gas temperature (T). (b) Small
signal gain (1, solid line) and saturated gain (2, dashed line). (e)
Kinetic efficiency (dashed line), and saturation intensity (solid line)
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Fig. 2a~l. Spatial structure of the laser plasma parameters, averaged over the field period, for an input power of 100 W. (1)
f = 62 MHz, ( 2 ) f = 125 MHz, ( 3 ) f = 223 MHz. (a) Root-meansquare of the reduced electric field strength and the temperature of
the neutral gas. (b) Total input power density (1, 2, 3), and the input
power density of the electrons (1', 2', 3'). (c) Small signal gain (solid
lines) and saturated gain (dashed lines), and the spatial distribution
of the emitted power in the fundamental waveguide mode EHH
(dotted line). (d) Kinetic efficiency (solid lines) and saturation intensity (dashed lines)

the gas temperature profile T. Figure 3b shows the small
signal gain (1) and the saturated gain (2). Figure 3c shows
the saturation intensity and the kinetic efficiency. In
Figs. 4 and 5 the results are plotted for 125 MHz with
600 W input and 223 MHz with 700 W input power, respectively. We find that higher input powers and higher
frequencies result in a decrease of the sheath width and
also in a steeper increase of the parameter values near the
electrodes. The decrease of the thickness of the space
charge sheath improves the laser performance. We notice
that the calculated results are obtained by assuming stable
discharges. However, experimentally it is observed that
the stability regime is restricted [1]. The theoretical background of a limited stability regime will be discussed in the
following paragraph.
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Fig. 4a-e. Parameters and profiles of the discharge and the laser at
an input power of 600 W and a frequency of 125 MHz. The plotted
data are averaged over the field period. (a) Root-mean-square of the
reduced electric field strength (1), total input power density (2), input
power density of the electrons (2'), neutral gas temperature (T). (b)
Small signal gain (I, solid line) and saturated gain (2, dashed line). (c)
Kinetic efficiency (dashed line), and saturation intensity (solid line)

Fig. 5a-e. Parameters and profiles of the discharge and the laser at
an input power of 700 W and a frequency of 223 MHz. The plotted
data are averaged over the field period. (a) Root-mean-square of the
reduced electric field strength (1), total input power density (2), input
power density of the electrons (2'), neutral gas temperature (T). (b)
Small signal gain (1, solid line) and saturated gain (2, dashed line). (e)
Kinetic efficiency (dashed line), and saturation intensity (solid line)

3 Discharge characteristics and the stability regime

model of the discharge properties for R F excitation allows
a study on the basic mechanisms of the VIC.

It is well k n o w n that the Voltage-current Characteristics
(VIC) of direct current (DC) discharges have a negative
slope i.e. these discharges are unstable. Circuit stability
can then be obtained by inserting a ballast resistor in
series. This introduces additional power losses and lowers
the efficiency [1, 11]. An additional advantage of the R F
discharge is the absence of a ballast resistor. F r o m a theoretical point of view, it is not clear under what conditions
this occurs; in particular one m a y wonder, in what
range of energy deposition the stability is expected, and
furthermore, h o w it depends on gas density and electric
field frequency. First approximations to this problem were
found in [8,9]. In the following, we shall describe the
discharge behaviour in m u c h more detail. The present

3.1

The voltage-current

characteristics

The input power W into the discharge is given by:

W = ~ oS

dt

jo(x, t)g(x,

t)dx,

(2)

where S is the electrode area, Jc the conduction current
density, E the electric field, l the distance between the
electrodes and T the period of the electric field. Further,
we calculate from our model the V I C curves. F o r the
current and voltage we take the root-mean-square values.
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In Fig. 6 the solid curve 1 ( O A B C D ) is the V I C characteristic for 62 M H z . The curve 1' ( O ' A ' B ' C ' D ' ) presents the
dependence of the voltage on the conduction current in
the centre of the discharge. C o m p a r i n g the two curves it is
instructive to discuss some parts of these curves.
A. The part A O represents the characteristic without
discharge breakdown. The current is simply displacement
current Id determined by the capacitance of the electrodes
or la = Vo)C where co and C are the circular field frequency and the capacitance of the electrodes, respectively.
B. The point A on the part AB indicates the breakd o w n of the discharge. At low energy deposition (low
c o n d u c t i o n current) the charge density is small and the
D e b y e radius is comparable to or higher than the electrode distance. In that case, a volume charge exists in the
whole space between the electrodes. As the input power
(conduction current) increases b o t h the absolute values of
electron and ion density including their difference increase
too. In Fig. 7a we show the densities of electrons, no,
of the difference between positive and negative ions
N = N + - N - and of the difference between ion charges
and electrons q = N - ne. These quantities are plotted for
two different input powers as indicated in the figure. The
results in Fig. 7a refer to the AB part of the characteristics
whereas Fig. 7b refer to the C D part of the characteristic.
At the low energy depositions of Fig. 7a there is no sheath
formation near the electrodes [10]. The electric field
strength/~(x) averaged over half a period is determined
from the Poisson equation by taking also the time average
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of the charge ~:
X

E(x) = 4roe S q dx,

(3)

0

where the charge ci includes also the charge layer attached
to the electrode; x is the distance from the surface of an
electrode. These values are also plotted in Fig. 7a. We
notice the increase of electric field strength with power.
In the range AB, the displacement current exceeds
substantially the conduction current. However, when the
conduction current grows with increasing input power
because of increasing ion density, the impedance of the
discharge decreases and also the voltage U between the
electrodes. This, on its turn has a decreasing effect on
the displacement current which is proportional to U. The
main variations of the discharge current occur in the
region OAB of the characteristic.
C. In the region BCD the conductivity of the discharge
increases with input power and the conduction current
dominates. The displacement current at higher current is
much smaller than the conduction current and the total
current is in fact the conduction current. As the energy
deposition increases, the sheath with the positive charge
becomes stronger. This agrees with qualitative models
[10,12] and a theoretical prediction [11].
The typical spatial distribution of the charge density
and the electric field strength are shown in Fig. 7b for
input powers of 50 W and 150 W. Since the discharge
characteristics in the centre with the quasi-stationary
plasma discharge and near the electrode with the sheath
formation strongly differ it is necessary to analyse separately the two parts of the VIC which refer, respectively, to
the sheath and the plasma.
We use the follo~wing method. Firstly, we define the
dimension of the shea.th. Our model shows that there
exists a limit of the deetron .density distributions for our
conditions of interest at any phase of the voltage. Therefore, we consider as .the sheath thickness at any time the
distance from the electrode .to the electron cloud border
where the electron density is one percent of the electron
density in the centre of the discharge. Then we average it
over the period of the electric field.
In order to calculate the total voltage from the comributions of the sheath and the plasma, i.t ,is necessary to
consider the differences between the phases of the electric
fields in both parts of the discharge and the external
voltage applied to the electrodes (see for instance [10]).
Let us describe the value of the momentary voltage by:
X

V(x, t) = -- J E(x, t)dx.

(4)

0

We denote the voltage drop over the two sheaths by V~(t)
and over the plasma in the centre by Vp(t). The integration
in (4) between the electrodes gives then with V(x = O) = 0
the following result:

V~(t) = V(xt(t)) + [U(t) -- V(xR(t))],]
Vp(t) = V(XR(t))- V(xL(t)),
~
J
U(t) = Umsin<ot = V~(t) + Vp(t),

the electrodes, U and Um are, respectively, the externally
applied voltage and its amplitude and ~o is the circular
frequency of the external voltage.
In considering the external applied voltage as a harmonic function it should be noted that this is in general
not the case for the voltage drops over the sheaths and the
plasma, respectively. In order to calculate their phase it is
necessary to make a Fourier analysis of Vs(t) and Vp(t).
From this analysis it is found that the first harmonic for
both is dominant under our conditions. 1 The Fourier
transformation gives automatically the phase shift between Vs(t) and Vp(t). In Fig. 6 the VIC is shown together
with the root-mean-square values for the first harmonics
of Vs(t) and Vp(t) and the phase shift ~bsp between V~(t)
and Vv(t ).
The dependence of the plasma voltage on the current
has a negative slope. This negative slope is characteristic
for a positive glow like a DC discharge. The difference of
our case with a DC discharge is only quantitative. The
slope of the VIC of the plasma is the RF discharge is
slightly less negative than that of a DC discharge. There
are two reasons for it. The first one is due to the fact that
for increasing current the decreasing field at the centre of
the discharge is partially compensated by the increasing
field near the edges of plasma region. The second one is
the fact that the length of the positive column increases
with the current at the expenses of the sheath width.
The calculated results show a maximum for the voltage with increasing current. The VIC of the sheath determines substantially the behaviour of the total VIC. Since
for currents higher than that at the maximum C(C') of the
VIC, a transition starts from a low current (,) to a high
current type of discharge (7) we focus our attention on the
physical reason of this maximum. It can be understood
from Fig. 8 where the dependence (at two frequencies
62MHz and 223 MHz) of the sheath width d, and the
root-mean-square value of the electric field strength
ERMS on the surface of electrode (x = 0) are shown as
a function of the discharge current. Notice that with the
current increase the sheath width decreases and the electric field strength increases. This results in a maximum of
the VIC :for .the sheath. It is very important to point out
,the strong influence of the current on the sheath width.
This fact was never mentioned before. Moreover, it was
believed that the sheath width was 'proportional to
do ~ Ve/C~'(re is the electron drift velocity in the plasma)
and equal to the oscillation amplitude of the electron gas.
The data presented here show that our different approach
results in a decrease of the sheath width with current. The
values of do are shown by the dashed lines in Fig. 8.. They
are practically horizontal fines with a small positive sl.ope
as a result of the small change 'of ve = f ( E / N ) in the
plasma. At a low current, lap to about 1 A, the practically
constant value of the sheath width results to a simple
"oscillation" model [10] which is approximately valid.
The higher the current the more it deviates from the simple

(5)

where XLand 1 -- XRare the sheath widths near the left and
the right electrodes, respectively, I is the distance between

1This is true for V~(t) as the sum of the voltages near the two
electrodes. In general, it is not true for each sheath, separately. The
zero (constant voltage) and higher harmonics may then have considerable values
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model. In connection with the comprehensive discussions
concerning electric parameters (see for instance [1,9,
10, 13, 14] we mention that in our model charged particles
are created in the volume under all conditions. We also
considered in our model the secondary emission processes
at the electrode surface. However, a secondary-emission
coefficient varying from 0.01 to 0.1 really did not influence
the present results of our calculations.

3.2 The influence of frequency on the VIC
In Fig. 9, the VIC is plotted for three different frequencies
of the RF electric field: 62, 125 and 223 MHz. In this figure
we show the dependence of the root-mean-square of the
voltage over the positive glow, the sheath and the electrodes as a function of the root-mean-square of the current. Several remarkable tendencies can be seen. As the
frequency increases the breakdown voltage decreases
slightly. The reason is, as the analysis shows, that the
losses by electron diffusion are frequency dependent and
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at low input power when the sheaths are not formed yet
there is a higher loss at lower frequency. The electrons
disappear on the electrodes with the "oscillation" of the
electron cloud [10], whereas the electrons are moving
from the centre to the edge of the electron cloud by
diffusion. At lower frequencies, more electrons reach the
electrode because there is more time available and consequently the electron density at the central part decreases.
It is quite clear that at different frequencies the breakdown
occurs at different values of the current determined by the
displacement current /aRMS proportional to COURMs,and
that the breakdown voltages do not vary much as discussed above.
When the frequency increases the positive VIC slope
decreases remarkably and the VIC maximum shifts to
a larger current. It results from a change of the voltage
space structure. In Fig. 9 as well as in Fig. 6 we have
plotted separately the VIC for the positive glow and for
the sheath. At, different frequencies the positive glow
VIC's nearly coincide whereas the sheath VIC's vary quite
strongly.
Let us now consider the VIC without the region of the
first negative slope which is the most interesting part of
this study (range BCD in Fig. 6). We note that the full VIC
at f - - 6 2 MHz is determined practically by the sheath
VIC and the full VIC at f = 223 MHz follows more
closely the positive glow VIC with its maximum at a larger
current. The physical reason of it can be found in Fig. 8
where we see that at a larger frequency the increase of the
electric field outweights the decrease of the sheath thickness with rising current.
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Fig. 9. Discharge VIC's at different frequencies (1) 62 M H z , (2)
125 M H z , (3) 223 M H z

From the results presented above we have seen that the
RF discharge has a complicated VIC structure with a positive and negative slope. This requires a careful design of
the electrical circuit for the power supply.
Despite the clear physical interest for the low current
part of the VIC (OAB region in Fig. 6), we will not discuss
this item in the present work. For the laser operation it is
much more interesting to work in the BCD region with
a large input power. The dependence of the input power in
the discharge on the conduction current is presented in
Fig. 10 for different frequencies. From the Figs. 6 and 9 it
is seen that the conduction current and the total current
are comparable in the BCD region. In the BC region of the
VIC, the discharge is stable with a positive dynamic resistance and the discharge can be simply connected to a voltage supply. However, in the CD region there is a current
instability. One possible way for creating a stable selfsustained discharge in this region is to change the discharge structure and its impedance, for example, by
transition to a 7 type of discharge. However, this possibility is not suitable for homogeneous pumping of a CO2
laser medium [1].
It is, however, possible to stabilise the total e type
current in the region of the negative slope (CD) with, for
instance, an additional capacitance in series. The discharge itself will remain homogeneous and not disturbed
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because, in the whole region of the VIC the discharge
appears to be stationary and a Townsend's breakdown of
the sheath is not present yet.
The equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 10 where Cs and
Rs are the capacitive impedance of the sheath and the
active resistance of the positive glow, respectively, and e is
the applied voltage between the electrodes. Ca is the additional capacitance. According to the well-known rules for
vector summation (see for instance, [15]), we find for the
RMS-value of the applied voltage UH to the electrodes of
the waveguide:
UH(I) = I f 2 @ I 2X a2 -- 2eXflcosqo] 1/2,

(6)

where I is the RMS-value of the total current
X a = l/((~Ca), Xs = 1/(e)C~); cos ¢ = ( X a -~- X s ) / Z ; Z =
[(Xa + X~)2 + R~] a/2.
The RMS-value of the voltage U(I) of the VIC is given
by:

U(I) = I(R 2 + X2) 1/2.

(7)

The criterion for a stable stationary current in the electrical circuit with constant voltage of the power supply is
[16]:
~ 1 >

dU(/)

.

(8)

Taking the derivative of (6) we obtain:
dun_

I ~IXZa __ ~Xa(Xa"ff X~)
Un [_
Z

~ Xal
Z2

( X a "4-

X

e.Xal dXs
Z dI

dZ-]

s) " - ~ - / "

(9)

1

After substituting in (8) Z = eft, dZ/dI = - ~/I 2 and the
condition Un(I) = U(I) we obtain:
dUn
d~- -

I [2XaX~ + X dX

U

~

;

+ X~2 "

(10)

Condition (8) is now fulfilled when
2 2 -I- 2 S a p

-- q > O,

+q.

(12)

;

(11)

In our model we calculated U(I) (see Figs. 6 and 9) and the
values of Xs and Rs of the discharge impedance (see [5]).
For the realisation of a discharge on the negative slope
of the VIC at a frequency of 62 MHz and an input power
of Pin = 200-250 W it is necessary that Xa > 40 f2 and
Ca < 64 pF. It is interesting to mention Ref. [8], where the
limit of the input power was higher when thin quartz
plates were placed in between the metal electrodes. These
plates form an additional capacitance. In our case, these
plates must be cS/ea> 0.1 mm according to the above
mentioned condition. If we take for quartz a dielectric
constant ed of about 10 then the plate thickness 6 must be
more than 1 mm with an electrical strength sufficient to
prevent breakdown. This value is close to that in [8]
despite the different interpretation.

4 General discussion and conclusions

Finally, we want to discuss how to choose the optimum
frequency for the active medium of a C02 laser. In Fig. 1,
the vertical arrows correspond to the maximum values of
the VIC's (points "C" in Figs. 6, 9). For a sealed-off laser
with corresponding chemical reactions (solid curves in
Fig. 1) and operating at a frequency of 62 MHz the maximum power output can be achieved by a special modification of the power supply circuit. At the frequency of
223 MHz, the maximum power output can be achieved
without special provisions. The same situation is true at
the frequency of 125 MHz. The higher frequency is preferable because the maximum is at a higher input power as
a result of space effects (Figs. 2-5). Frequencies above
223 MHz are not advantageous for two reasons. Firstly, at
f = 223 MHz the sheath width is much smaller than the
discharge thickness and the space factor does not affect
very much anymore. Secondly, the higher frequency introduces additional difficulties for distributing the voltage
along the laser axis homogeneously [1].
A different situation arises when chemical reactions
are suppressed (dotted curves in Fig. 1). This can be
realised for example, with a fast gas flow across the laser (a
longitudinal flow may not be effective because the time of
the flow to pass the cavity is comparable with the CO2
dissociation time and also because in a narrow channel
there will exist a large pressure gradient). In this case
a increase of the frequency is even more effective. Our
calculation predicts a further increase of the specific output power compared to the existing record values quoted
in [4].
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